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China’s central SeES will undergo reform

Supervision of China’s central state-owned enterprises(SOES)
will undergo reform in 2015，according to a pledge by the State—

owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission

(SASAC)made recently．In a meeting attended by the leaders of

centrally administered SeEs and local regulators，the SASAC

said its work in 2015 will center on quality and efficient growth

to actively adapt to the country’s economic’。new normal”．

Although China’s central SeEs are deemed as the backbone

of the economy，the public has long complained about SOE

monopolies in several sectors，low efficiency and corruption．

SASAC head Zhang Yi said one of the major tasks next year is

to deal with inefficient and financially distressed companies，to

either close them or force them into acquisitions and mergers．

Meanwhile，the SASAC will push ahead with reforms such

as developing mixed ownership and continue the fight on

corruption．Zhang disclosed that the combined profits of the

SeEs under the SASAC supervision totalled 1．95 trillion yuan

(318．6 billion U．S．dollars)，up 5．2 percent year on year．P21

The establishment of FTZ in Tianjin，Fujian and

Guangdong following Shanghai

On 12 December 2014，the State Council approved the second—

round of the establishment of free trade zones in Tianjin，Fujian

and Guangdong．about a year following the launching of the FTZ

in Shanghai．The three free trade zones will follow the model

of the FTZ in Shanghai，whilst local characteristics would be

considered．For Tianjin，a free trade port，shipping and financial

leasing are expected to take lead in the zone as the city has

long been a major shipping center in Northern China and has

experienced the huge SUCCESS of the financial leasing business

in recent years．In a bigger picture，the Tianjin zone，will play

a significant role in the economic integration of the“Jing一

10

Jin—Ji”region which includes Beijing，Tianjin and the Hebei

Province in Northern China．Internationally，the Tianjin zone

will face Northeast Asia and will sure be the window for the

China—Korea Free Trade Area．The Guangdong zone will mainly

focus on logistics and financial industries，given the Province’s

longstanding tradition in manufacturing and foreign trade．With

borders with both Hong Kong and Macau，the Guangdong zone

aims to expedite the economic
integration of the“Yue—Gang—

Ao”region which includes the Guangdong Province，Hong

Kong and Macau in Southern China．Last but not least，for the

zone to be set up in Fujian，the biggest motivation behind is

the economic integration with Taiwan which faces the Fujian

Province across Taiwan Strait to the west．Regarding focus of the

Fujian zone，spotlight is shed on high-profile service in regard

to shipping，logistics，finances as well as the export-import trade

with Taiwan．Like Shanghai FTZ，the newly approved zones will

be established on the foundation of the existing economic zones

therein，rather than starting from scratch．For the second—round

free trade zones，experience could be drawn from Shanghai

FTZ in terms of the foreign investment record of reform(so

that foreign investors no longer need to seek government’S

approval for conducting business within certain industries)as

well as the negative list management model．The free trade zones

all aim at implementing administrative reform and economic

reform for China so as to create a more efficient and free market

environment for foreign investments．1：24
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2015inmyeyes

At the beginning of New Year，the publication Maritime China

invites senior experts of shipping industry to give readers detailed

analysis on the events，phenomena and trend of different market

segments，which will help you see the trend and direction of the

times and its essence and regularity of shipping phenomena．

Their points of view are as follows，China’s shipping enterprises

embraced a recovery across the board in 2014 as their financial

results for the period show that majority of shipping enterprises

listed on China’s A-share market saw a sharp increase in their

profits．Analysts note that the rising rents of capesize ships have

boosted the continuous increase in BDI．This round of rise in

BDI is affected by the large amount of iron ore shipments by

Vale，an iron ore giant in Brazil．At present，there is intense

competition facing the iron ore producers．In the fourth quarter

of this year，iron ore producers in Brazil have increased efforts

to ship more ores．Due to absence of fundamental reverse in

supply and demand，the BDI rising trend is not sustainable．

Therefore，the freight rates are still under pressure．Improvement

in the supply and demand of shipping market will likely last to

20 1 5，contributing to the constant recovery in BDI．However，

generally speaking，the market still sees a glut，which，to some

degree，will cap the room for
improvement in rents and BDI．The

rising BDI has played a positive role in helping the domestic
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listed shipping companies improve business performances for

the first three quarters and also lifted the market sentiment．

From the perspective of financial pressure，shipping companies

basically faced the pressure from the increase in leverage ratio

and financial expense rate．Nine out of the 1 3 listed shipping

companies saw continuous year—·on——year increase in asset—-

liability ratio．It is worth noting that subsidies for ship recycling

has also played a big role in helping shipping companies

improve business performances．Since the country issued a

subsidy policy for ship recycling at the end of last year，many

companies have increased efforts to dismantle old ships．Despite

the overall recovery in the country’s shipping industry，the

country’s shipbuilding enterprises saw a polarization in business

performances．Most analysts believe that the satisfactory

business performances of China’s shipping enterprises do not

mean a turning point for the shipbuilding sector．1326

Land·-sea express line to promote Sino·-Europe

cooperation

On Dec．17，China，Serbia，Hungary and Macedonia agreed to build

a land—sea express route．which links the Greek port of Piraeus

in the south and the Hungarian capital of Budapest in the north，

stringing together the Macedonian capital of Skopje and Serbia’s

Belgrade．Chinese premier Li Keqiang made the observation that

the encouragement
of trade and investment serves as a remedy for

resisting downward pressure while the global economic recovery

remains weak．Upon completion，the land-sea express route will

help scale up trade between China and Europe and speed up the

development of countries along the route and other Central and

Eastern European(CEE)countries．The land-sea express line

will narrow the gap between European countries and promote

the balanced overall development of Europe．This route serves

the interests of less—developed CEE countries as they try to seek

cooperation with partners outside Europe to shake off the effect of

the European debt crisis．The line provides the CEE countries with

an opportunity to achieve deeper cooperation with China and inject

a tremendous boost to their economy．Chinese President Xi Jinping

and Chinese premier
Li Keqiang signed a flurry of agreements

during their visit to Europe which have opened a new chapter of

cooperation between China and Europe．Investment in building the

route will spur economic growth and stimulate employment．The

construction of the link will also help to remedy China。s problems of

overcapacity by opening up a convenient newchannel for the import

and expofl of products between China and Europe．P42

West African iron ore-up and coming in China

In the first nine months of 2014，China’s appetite
for iron ore

impofls has continued to impress，with seaborne imports during

the period totalling 685mt．reflecting a y-o-y increase of 1 8％．

While most of the growth has been driven by Australia，it is

worth
noting that countries in West Africa have also played a

role，with imports from the region totalling 25．1mt in the year to

date，up 44％y-o-y．It is clear that the development of African

iron ore exports to China has been significant．In the future，this

will depend on investment in infrastructure，as well as obvious

political and pricing issues．Nevertheless，given Chinese

investment in the region，West Africa in particular looks set to

play a increasing role in Chinese ore imports．P44

Stuckin arut

Weakening demand in key European and Asian markets will

make it difficult for U．S．containerized exports to gain traction

until 20 1 6．Last spring，the World Trade Organization forecast

global trade would grow 4．7 percent
in 2014，but it cut its growth

forecast for 2015 to 4．0 percent from its previous forecast of 5．3

percent．The downward spiral for U．S．exporters of containerized

cargo has been even less inspiring，and U．S．containerized

export volumes will continue to be sluggish in much of 20 1 5．

In the aftermath of the global recession，U．S．containerized

exports have weakened because of two factors，Moreno said．

On the one hand，global demand for raw materials and finished

goods has faltered in Asia and Europe．The European and

Japanese economies have been in recession，and China has been

undergoing a period of relatively slow economic growth，as it

transitions from an export—led economy to one focused more on

satisfying domestic consumer demand，and on providing higher—

value products and services．On the other hand，the value of the

U．S．dollar has risen against major currencies such as the euro

and the yen，making it more difficult for some U．S．exporters to

compete in foreign markets，especially those in Europe，Japan

and China，where non—U．S．manufacturers offer their own high

value—added goods．Moreno expects the value of the dollar to

increase further in 2015 because of expectations that the U．S．

Federal Reserve“will hike rates after being close to zero for

the past four to five years．’’P46

l'帅e璐push pool plan forabundant ultramaxes

Scorpio Bulkers is moving to set
up an ultramax pool as

shipowners struggle with an employment dilemma for new and

soon—to—be—delivered tonnage．Pools may be a speculative

owner’s best hope as the market prepares for a flood of

ultramaxnewbuildings—but bankers are
proving hard to

convince．Shipowners say they have been approached by Scorpio

Bulkers about forming a new uhramax pool，although in some

cases the owners are faced with their bankers insisting on time—

charter commitments at loss—making but guaranteed rates．

One advantageously positioned uhramax owner says the key to

profitability is operating your own ships directly for the end user

on a per-tonne basis rather than hiring them out by the day，

which he finds characteristic of a speculativeshipowner．I，50Ⅱ】
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